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ABSTRACT. This study tries to enumerate the grammatical terms that was
used by leading Kiifan grammarian who left a large number of treaties that
document most of the grammatical opinions of the Kiifan school.

It will be evident in this study that the differences between the Kiifan and
Basran schools were not limited to their differing in grammatical opinions
but also in the terminology they used.

These differences can be found in their usages of terms that were used for
declension and non-declension and of what was meant by terms such as al
Harf "sound" and al-adat "particle" in addition to others that can be re
garded as grammatical terms which we don't find in later grammatical
treaties. We find that 'Ibn Al-Anbari occasionally used some of these terms
but he also used some of them to refer to different things which means that
he was not consistent in his usage of them. This might indicate that those
terms were the ones that were in use before the fixation of the familiar
grammatical terms. 'Ibn Al-tanbari used to prefer the Kiifan terminology
exeept if he found others that were more appropriate sueh as his use of the
Basran "al-Hal' instead of "al-qat'." If he quoted from any souree he did
not change the terms that were used there. His use of the Kiifan terminol
ogy testifies also to his strong affiliation to his teachers.

It will be shown that 'Ibn al-Anbari was war from bias against the Basran
or using terms that were used by some leading Kiifan figures to the exclu
sion of others. This is one of the most striking features of his personality.




